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Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies have been around since the 1980’s and have historically been largely used for 
prototyping.(Additive manufacturing is also known as Rapid Prototyping or 3D Printing)

As technology and materials have improved, common uses have extended to producing jigs and fixtures, mould tools and low 
volume manufacturing. 

While the prototyping market continues to grow, much greater potential exists in manufacturing end-use parts specifically 
designed to be made through additive manufacture.

Within the industry this is referred to as “Designed for Additive Manufacture” or “DfAM”

It is only with DfAM applications that the full potential of additive can be realised. These applications are often characterised 
by mass customisation and/or complex geometries not viable using traditional manufacturing technologies.

Introduction to 
Production 3D Printing

There are many types of 3D printing available, but to be 
able to reliably produce hundreds, thousands or tens of 
thousands of parts without detailed hand finishing then 
powder bed technologies are the obvious choice.

Multi Jet Fusion is a 3D printing technology invented by HP 
which produces parts similar to the long established SLS 
(Selective Laser sintering) technology. Like SLS it is a 
powder bed technology, it works by adding 
sequential layers of polymer powder into a build chamber 
and using a combination of a fusing agent jetted onto the 
powder surface and a high powered heat source to 
selectively fuse areas of each layer together to form parts. 

Both SLS and MJF can produce high numbers of parts 
within a single block of powder without needing to build 
with support structures.

The main advantages of MJF over SLS are that the process 
is significantly faster and more efficient in terms of powder 
use. The parts also have more uniform mechanical 
properties and greater part detail.

⊲  Geometric design freedom without additional cost

⊲  Mass customisation

⊲  Unparalleled speed to market

⊲  Part consolidation

⊲  Low development costs

⊲  Low to zero inventory business model

Why Multi Jet Fusion?

Why Design for 

Additive Manfacture (DfAM)?



⊲  Draw all parts in CAD to mid tolerance – parts are made directly from the CAD model and printers don’t understand 
    tolerances.

⊲  Expect CAD skills to be pushed or expanded – the design freedom available allows designs to get far more complex than     
    would be viable with any other manufacturing method.

⊲  Don’t forget that you can iterate simultaneously – printing multiple variations of a part at the same time can massively  
    speed up the design process (Just don’t forget to label the parts appropriately so you know which is which).

⊲  Keep parts sturdy – mass post-processing invariably involves parts being tumbled and generally knocked around. Fragile 
parts will have a much higher production cost if they have to be manually handled and risk a higher failure/breakage rate.

⊲  Understand your critical tolerances and required mechanical properties. Communicate with the bureau or technicians  
    making the parts. For production parts you may need specific process controls, inspection requirements and traceability.

⊲  Stick as far within limitations as reasonably possible as this will increase reliability and thereby cost.

⊲  Economies of scale do not work the way you might think. Allowing a longer lead time may have more impact on price – this      
    allows different parts to be run together. Smaller regular batch quantities of parts may also be more cost effective than a   
    single batch.

⊲  Be prepared to print a lot of prototypes. Once you realise the design freedom available you may find you keep finding           
    new improvements and optimisations to your designs. You might get lucky first time but assume that you will find things  
    you can tweak and iteratively improve.

The design freedom enabled by additive manufacturing allows 
parts to be manufactured which were previously impossible. By 
its very nature 3D printing allows massive potential for patents 
however this only works if the patent can’t be designed around.

The patenting process is complex, expensive and time 
consuming so take professional advice before wasting a lot of 
time and delaying the development process.

⊲  Part consolidation

⊲  Weight saving

⊲  Ergonomics and ease-of-use

⊲  Aesthetic design

⊲  Incorporating logos or serial numbers

⊲  Mass customisation

DfAM Advice:

Patents and Intellectual Property (I.P.)

How to add value in DfAM?



PA12 - Most common, good mechanical properties

PA11 - Similar to PA12 but higher elongation at break, slightly easier to print with and better surface finish

PA12 GB -  Glass filled PA12, stiffer material with slightly lower strength

The standard listed tolerances are +/- 0.2mm or 0.2% of length.
The reality is that for most smaller parts the tolerances achieved are significantly better than this – discuss requirements 
and test printed parts to get an idea of what is possible with your specific parts.

The largest part size in theory would be 380mm x 284mm x 380mm however most of the costs of 3D printing and relative to 
the volume of material used and amount of space used in a build. Doubling the size of a part will increase the volume by 8x 
so larger parts can seem disproportionately expensive to manufacture.
Patents and IP – there is a large potential for highly valuable IP with DfAM parts. Creating parts which were previously 
impossible can easily lead to production method patent opportunities – consider whether this is a route you want to go 
down.

MJF Technical Design Limitations
MJF Materials:

Tolerances:

Part Dimensions: 

Surface Finish: 

Vibro PolishedNatural Dyed Vibro Polished and Dyed

⊲  Painting

⊲  UV protective coatings

⊲  Metal plating

⊲  Chemical smoothing

Additional finishes possible include: 



1.5mm diameter holes and slot widths are acceptable through parts up to around 
3mm thick. For holes longer than 20mm we would suggest 5mm or larger holes. 
Wherever possible avoid blind holes under 5mm diameter as it is likely that 
unsintered powder will be difficult to remove. 

It is possible to print walls at 0.3mm but to ensure reliability generally, 1mm is a 
sensible minimum.

For print-in-place moving parts allow a minimum gap of 0.7mm between parts.
Hollow parts will require escape holes to remove powder – this will typically require 
multiple holes, each a minimum of 5mm diameter.

In addition to the tolerance, the cooling process can induce warping into parts. 
Avoid large flat surfaces as these are the most susceptible to warping. This can 
be improved by making surfaces curved and thickening parts.

Consider manually inserting other materials to add properties. 

Parts are printed from a CAD file (typically .stl format) as the file is a mesh made 
up of straight lines, make sure the file is sufficiently high resolution to avoid 
highly tessellated surfaces. Make sure all model dimensions are set to mid 
tolerance.

Corners at angles less than 90° are liable to get chipped with handling so we 
recommended adding a 0.25mm - 0.5mm radius to prevent damage.

Minimum holes and slots:

Thin walls:

Warping: 

For Printed-in-Place Joints: 

Manual Inserts: 

STL/CAD File Preparation:

Sharp Corners: 
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